God Reigns

God controls the rise and fall of nations and powers.

ISAIAH 23:8-18
What are some things that may cause a person to question who is really in control?

Throughout history, we have seen dictators, despots, and other leaders seize control of a country or region. At the time, some of these leaders and the groups they led appeared to be invincible, carrying an unchecked arrogance as they gained more power. In Isaiah’s day, Tyre and Sidon were Phoenician cities on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea that had a vast and powerful financial empire. To the human eye, they seemed invincible, but they were no match for God. God is sovereign over every nation and human seat of power.

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT

Isaiah’s message revealed there will come a time when people from every nation will stream to the house of the Lord to worship Him (Isa. 2:2-4; 11:1-10). However, before this happens, the Lord would bring His purifying judgment on the nations. Hence, Isaiah 13:1–23:18 contains a series of judgment speeches against many of the nations in the ancient Near East, and these proclamations pave the way for Isaiah’s message of universal judgment in chapters 24–27. One should recognize a number of things from these speeches:

• The Lord rules over all of the nations. They are all under His authority and will answer to Him.

• Even though Isaiah addressed the various nations in these judgment speeches, the audience who actually received these speeches was Israel. Primarily, their purpose was to inform God’s covenant people of God’s plans for the nations. God would keep the promises He made to Abraham (Gen. 12:3).

• These oracles serve as a warning to the people of God: if you act like the nations, then God will treat you like the nations. In fact, God would show greater severity to His people given all that they had witnessed God do for them. They should know better than to act like the pagan nations around them. With a greater knowledge of God comes a greater responsibility to God.

• Although, these judgment speeches speak of the destruction of nations and a warning to Israel, they also contain a message of hope for the people of God. Isaiah 14:32 exclaims, “The L ord has founded Zion, and his oppressed people find refuge in her.” Therefore, these oracles of judgment against the nations are an exhortation for the people of God to turn away from foreign alliances and put their trust in Him alone. The Lord is their salvation.
ISAIAH 23:8-18

8 Who planned this against Tyre, the bestower of crowns, whose traders are princes, whose merchants are the honored ones of the earth? 9 The LORD of Armies planned it, to desecrate all its glorious beauty, to disgrace all the honored ones of the earth. 10 Overflow your land like the Nile, daughter of Tarshish; there is no longer anything to restrain you. 11 He stretched out his hand over the sea; he made kingdoms tremble. The LORD has commanded that the Canaanite fortresses be destroyed. 12 He said, “You will not celebrate anymore, ravished young woman, daughter of Sidon. Get up and cross over to Cyprus—even there you will have no rest!”

13 Look at the land of the Chaldeans—a people who no longer exist. Assyria destined it for desert creatures. They set up their siege towers and stripped its palaces. They made it a ruin. 14 Wail, ships of Tarshish, because your fortress is destroyed! 15 On that day Tyre will be forgotten for seventy years—the life span of one king. At the end of seventy years, what the song says about the prostitute will happen to Tyre: 16 Pick up your lyre, stroll through the city, you forgotten prostitute. Play skillfully, sing many a song so that you will be remembered.

17 And at the end of the seventy years, the LORD will restore Tyre and she will go back into business, prostituting herself with all the kingdoms of the world throughout the earth. 18 But her profits and wages will be dedicated to the LORD. They will not be stored or saved, for her profit will go to those who live in the LORD’s presence, to provide them with ample food and sacred clothing.

Passage Outline

God is Just (Isa. 23:8-12)
God is Active (Isa. 23:13-14)
God is Honored (Isa. 23:15-18)

Key Words

A. Tyre was part of a group of maritime city-states. Ezekiel and Isaiah spoke against Tyre for its arrogance (Ezek. 28; Isa. 23). Tyre had great wealth.
B. Part of a rhetorical question: How can the wealthy men of Tyre and Sidon, who were treated like princes one day, become poor the next day?
C. The term is synonymous with Baal worship.
D. Instead of prosperity, Tyre and Sidon would experience poverty.
E. A city linked with Tyre.
F. Known for extremely cruel and evil practices, Assyria defeated the North Kingdom of Israel in 722 BC.
G. Tyre was compared to a harlot. At the end of seventy years, Tyre would return to prominence, but this time to give money to the temple of the Lord.
Isaiah posed a rhetorical question about who would destroy Tyre. Given the fortifications and strength of Tyre, the notion that Tyre would be destroyed would have seemed far-fetched to anyone who heard it in Isaiah’s day.

Then Isaiah pointed to the Lord of Armies being the One who would bring this notable city down. As impressive as Tyre was and as extraordinary as its inhabitants and those associated with them thought of themselves, Tyre would be no match for the Lord and His armies.

**BIBLE SKILL: Compare references that use the same phrase or term.** Isaiah referred to God as the Lord of Armies in verse 9. Look up 1 Samuel 1:3; 2 Samuel 7:26; Psalm 80:4; Amos 5:14-15; Haggai 2:6-9; and Malachi 1:11-14. Pay attention to the verses surrounding these verses as well. Note the main point being made in each passage. What attributes of God are most seen in this title?

Just as Tyre’s influence spread across the ancient Near East, Africa, and Europe, so will the effect of God’s judgment be on these lands as the Lord stretched out his hand over the sea to bring down Tyre’s empire of extravagance.

**DID YOU KNOW?:** The king of Tyre supplied cedar and pine logs and craftsmen for the building of the temple during Solomon’s reign (1 Kings 5:8-9), approximately 280 years before Isaiah.

Isaiah pointed to Assyria’s defeat of the early Chaldeans as evidence of God’s power in the affairs of His creation. The Assyrian king, Sennacherib, had waged a war of total destruction on the land of Chaldea. The land was so devastated that Chaldea was no threat to anyone for several decades. What once was a land of formidable fortresses and magnificent palaces was turned into a ruin only fit for wild animals.

**How does God demonstrate His power through the affairs of nations?**

**KEY DOCTRINE: God the Father.** God as Father reigns with providential care over His universe, His creatures, and the flow of the stream of human history according to the purposes of His grace (Jer. 10:10).

Isaiah closed his judgment speech by revealing even more of what will happen to Tyre after its destruction. Tyre would be erased from the thoughts of the world where it once had been so prominent. Even though Tyre would try to regain it prominence, it would only happen when the Lord decided to restore her after seventy years.

**What can one conclude about the nations’ relationship to God based upon Isaiah 23:15-18?**
APPLY THE TEXT

- God is just in all He does.
- God actively directs the affairs of His creation.
- God’s plan includes all nations honoring Him.

List situations in your life that make you question God’s justice. Ask God to give you insight, committing to trust Him as He carries out His plans.

What evidence do you see that proves God actively directs the affairs of His creation? How does seeing this evidence give you confidence to remain faithful to Him? What actions do you need to take to build upon that confidence in God?

How can you honor God this week? List one action you will take to specifically honor God and identify how that action will honor Him.

Prayer Requests

---

---

---
Day 1: **God does not have patience for arrogance.**

*Read Isaiah 23:8-9, noting Isaiah’s description of Tyre.*

Tyre and Sidon were ancient cities dating as far back as the third millennium BC. Both were coastal cities of the Mediterranean Sea located in Phoenicia west of the mountains of Lebanon and known as great cities of trade. They were the gateway for goods coming and going from the ancient Near East to places in North Africa and Europe. In many ways, they were the center of commerce for the world at that time. People everywhere knew them as opulent and prestigious cities. Isaiah acknowledged the city’s power to establish rulers over their colonies. Tyre traded with princes, an indicator of pronounced power. Also, with the vast wealth amassed by Tyre’s traders, these merchants were the most prestigious and honored ones of their day. In a materialistic culture where amassing wealth was the most prized accomplishment, these importers and exporters enjoyed renown wherever they went. Any who arrogantly look to their own accomplishments and attempt to glorify themselves while continually ignoring Almighty God, in due time will be brought low by the God they have disregarded. Verse 9 clearly reveals that God is in control of the nations. In His providential timing, He may allow them to last for a time, but His patience always comes to an end in regard to arrogant nations who thumb their nose at God and make themselves the objects of their own praise. He acts and brings destruction to all who would dare attempt to steal His glory.

**How would you explain the difference between godly and ungodly pride?**

Day 2: **God is just in His judgments.**

*Read Isaiah 23:10-12, considering God’s commands.*

Tarshish was one of Tyre’s many colonies spread out around the Mediterranean Sea in Cyprus, North Africa, Italy, and Spain. Tarshish appears to have been located northwest of the Strait of Gibraltar on what is today the southern tip of Spain. As a colony of Tyre, the people of Tarshish were under its rule. It was one of possibly two of Tyre’s most western located colonies. So, when Isaiah addressed Tarshish, he appeared to be using it to represent all of Tyre’s colonies from those closest to Tyre all the way to Tarshish. Isaiah compared the coming of refugees from Tyre to the waters of the Nile when unrestrained by its banks in the rainy season. The people who were under Tyre’s rule would be free to live without its tyranny. Failure to control its colonies would be a sure sign of Tyre’s demise.

**How is recognizing that God is just in all He does just as important as recognizing any of God’s other attributes?**
Day 3: The kingdom of God is eternal.

*Read Isaiah 23:13-14, identifying God’s power.*

The land of the Chaldeans was southern Babylon where the Tigris River and Euphrates River meet, which is at the tip of the Persian Gulf in southern Iraq today. The Chaldeans at times had a powerful influence over all of Babylon. In fact, there were periods when Chaldeans were the kings of Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar was a Chaldean king who depleted Judah by taking most of its people into exile, including Daniel and Ezekiel. Nebuchadnezzar was the Chaldean king who destroyed Jerusalem and the temple in 586 BC. For this reason, Chaldean became synonymous with “Babylonian” in the Old Testament. As Isaiah described the desolation that came to the land of Chaldea, his message was that the same fate awaited Tyre and Sidon by the hand of the Lord.

In the same way Isaiah began this judgment speech in verse 1, he concluded this section of it in verse 14, exhorting the ships of Tarshish to wail because their source of wealth would be no more. Tyre, their fortress and security would be destroyed. Isaiah goaded the merchants of Tyre’s lucrative, expansive empire to lament in grief over the death of their beloved city. In grief and shock, these lords of luxury would witness the unimaginable happen to Tyre and Sidon. Human empires come and go, but only the kingdom of God is eternal.

How have you seen God demonstrate His power through the affairs of nations in today’s world?

Day 4: Dishonoring God removes us from His blessings.

*Read Isaiah 23:15-16, noticing the comparison to a prostitute.*

Tyre would be forgotten for seventy years. Isaiah stated this is the life span of one king. This is likely referring to the lifespan of a kingdom (as the same word in Hebrew may refer to a king or kingdom). The kingdom Isaiah probably referred to was the Assyrian Empire. In 701 BC, Sennacherib marched his armies along the Mediterranean coast, and one of the cities he attacked was Tyre. From that time until the Assyrian Empire began to decline, Assyria maintained control of Phoenicia. Since Tyre would be irrelevant during that time, Isaiah provided no further elaboration on what would happen to it during the seventy-year period.

Isaiah then used a song about a prostitute to describe what would happen to Tyre. Since no one was any longer knocking at her door, she resorted to going out into the streets to play her lyre for people to remember her. Why did Isaiah use a prostitute as his metaphor for Tyre? Tyre’s rise to prominence was fueled by catering to human desires.

How does comparing Tyre to a prostitute paint a vivid picture for us of what dishonoring God looks like?
Day 5: God restores His people.

*Read Isaiah 23:17-18, underlining the word restore.*

Every nation and every superpower is under the providential sovereign rule of Almighty God. At that time, Tyre would resume its past ways of prostituting herself with all the kingdoms of the world throughout the earth. However, there is a twist to Tyre’s resurgence. Her profits would be dedicated to the LORD and go to supply the needs of the temple and its priests in Jerusalem when the exiles returned from Babylon. When the Persian King Cyrus gave his edict proclaiming that the exiled Judeans could return home after living in exile for seventy years, he said that God had appointed him to build His temple in Jerusalem. He also declared that the people in the region should assist the returned exiles with “silver, gold, goods, and livestock along with a freewill offering for the house of God in Jerusalem” (Ezra 3:2-4). The Lord turned what Tyre once used for its self-glorification into resources to be used for His own glory and the blessing of His people.

What do you conclude about the nations’ relationship to God based upon Isaiah 23:15-18?

**TALK IT OUT**

Reflect on the truths found in Isaiah 23, sharing with other members of your Bible study group.

How would you explain the difference between godly and ungodly pride?

When have you experienced assurance that God is always at work?

Imagine a world in which all nations honored God. What would that look like? What contributions can we make to that end?
God Reigns

FOCUS ATTENTION

RESPOND: As the group arrives, direct them to create a name tag using their first name and one thing that causes them to question who is really in control. Encourage the group to greet others and give details about what they recorded on their name tags. After most have arrived, invite volunteers to share one thing that causes another person present to question who is really in control. Lead the group to categorize the items shared (examples: events in nature, life changes, political/world events, acts of violence).

TRANSITION: Highlight any responses given that point to political or world events. Summarize the information found in the first paragraph on page 29. Challenge the group to look for ways God demonstrates His power even over the rise and fall of nations. Use Pack Item 3 (Poster: Themes of Isaiah) to emphasize that God is “the Sovereign Lord of History.”

EXPLORE THE TEXT

INTRODUCE: Call attention to the outline on page 9 or refer to Pack Item 2 (Outline of Isaiah). Highlight the third section of the outline to introduce today’s session. Use information from Understand the Context (p. 29) for more details. Explain that the study will focus on one of these judgment pronouncements of Isaiah as an example.

LOCATE: Direct attention to Pack Item 1 (Map: Prophets of the Eighth Century). Highlight the city of Tyre.

READ: Read aloud Isaiah 23:8, as the group listens for clues about how Tyre viewed itself.

- (23:8) While we don’t normally associate traders or merchants with royalty or power, Tyre’s wealth and reputation were such that her traders were viewed like royalty with crowns. Her merchants were given great honor because everyone wanted to benefit from the trade. Everywhere in the known world, the businessmen of Tyre were treated with respect.

PROPOSE: Direct the group to scan the comments on verse 8 in the Day 1 Daily Exploration (p. 33), looking for information about the city of Tyre. Invite the group to share what Isaiah’s description of Tyre reveals about how its citizens viewed themselves. Help the group understand the invincible attitude presented by Isaiah.

ASK: What are the dangers of assuming you or your organization are invincible to any attacks or future changes?

READ: Direct the group to read silently Isaiah 23:9-12 to discover the fate awaiting the citizens of Tyre.
Isaiah removed all doubt about who would orchestrate the fall of Tyre with all its wealth. He stated that the Lord of Armies would do it. The prophet added the description of Armies to show that God is in charge of all of the armies of the world. As impressive as Tyre was and as extraordinary as its inhabitants and those associated with them thought themselves to be, they would be no match for the Lord and His armies.

The regular flooding of the Nile River was crucial for the survival of Egypt and her economy. The surrounding land was very dry—almost desert. Egypt’s agriculture could not survive without the rich silt and water from the Nile. The image of this great river’s regular flooding would have been familiar to Isaiah’s audience and the people of Tyre. In this particular case, though, the people were the ones who are “flooding” or pouring forth in order to get away from the invading forces. They would flee the city in a bid to escape capture and death.

The reference to Canaanite fortresses is a reference to Tyre. The religion of the Canaanites likely derived from the Phoenicians, and they had more in common with the Phoenicians to their north than they did with Egypt to their south. Thus, Isaiah combined the future destruction of Tyre with the past destruction of the Canaanites by Joshua.

STUDY: Call attention to the title “Lord of Armies” in Isaiah 23:9. Point to the title “Lord of Armies” on Pack Item 5 (Poster: Names of God in Isaiah) which you have displayed in the room. Lead the group to complete the Bible Skill (p. 31). Assign volunteers the passages listed, allowing them to read the assigned passage to the rest of the group. ASK: What attributes of God are most seen in this title? Clarify as needed using information from this Leader Guide and your study. Distribute copies of Pack Item 14 (Handout: Names of God in Isaiah), encouraging the group to circle the title “Lord of Armies” and record insights gained about the title on their copies of the handout.

DISCUSS: On a board, write: God is just in all He does (the first summary statement under Apply the Text on p. 32). ASK: How does Isaiah’s pronouncement show God’s justice? How is recognizing that God is just in all He does just as important as recognizing any of God’s other attributes? (p. 31)

TRANSITION: Isaiah presents an example as evidence that God will act.

READ: As you read Isaiah 23:13-14, direct the group to identify the evidence pointed to by Isaiah that God acts.

CLARIFY: Use information from the Day 3 Daily Exploration (p. 34) to identify the Chaldeans. Emphasize how the Chaldeans may have been perceived in the same way as the citizens of Tyre.
DISCUSS: On the same board where the previous summary statement was written, write: *God actively directs the affairs of His creation.* Lead the group to discuss other examples a person might give to support this statement (ex: Noah and the flood, the plagues in Egypt, crossing the Dead Sea, or the conquering of Jericho).

ASK: *How does God demonstrate His power through the affairs of nations?* [p. 31]

TRANSITION: *Up until this point in the pronouncement, the tone has been one of judgment. However the tone of the pronouncement changes after verse 14.*

READ: Direct the group to read silently Isaiah 23:15-18, looking for how the pronouncement changed.

- **(23:17)** In these verses we see that the Lord would *restore Tyre* after her time of punishment had been completed. Yet the result of this restoration is not what the reader would expect. The city would go back into business. The city of Tyre would resume her business and trade—actions described as engaging in prostitution with all the kingdoms of the world throughout the earth.

- **(23:18)** In an ironic twist, the wages that the citizens of Tyre earned would ultimately be *dedicated to the Lord.* The Phoenicians intended to provide a lavish level of living for themselves but would ultimately end up supporting those dedicated to God Himself. Even as other cities had once supported Tyre as the center of trade, Tyre would support those who serve the Lord in Jerusalem.

FOCUS: Highlight the last two phrases in Isaiah 23:16 (“sing many a song so that you will be remembered”). Lead the group to focus on this phrase and the lengths a person or group will go for the hope of being remembered. Point out that the desire to be remembered seems to have been an important motivator for the citizens of Tyre.

ASK: *How do human desires get in the way of honoring God? Which desires are the greatest obstacles for people when it comes to honoring God?*

PROPOSE: On the board add: *God’s plan includes all nations honoring Him.* Guide the group to identify how the citizens of Tyre would one day honor God.

SUMMARIZE AND CHALLENGE

REVIEW: Call attention to the session summary statement under the title for this session (p. 28): *God controls the rise and fall of nations and powers.* Lead the group to identify how the three summary statements written on the board relate to the summary statement for the session.

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select one of the question sets under Apply the Text (p. 32). Lead the group to respond to the selected questions.

PRAY: Conclude the group time with prayer, praising God as the One in control.

AFTER THE SESSION

Reinforce the session by evaluating the extent to which your group honors God. Allow leaders within the group to suggest key factors that indicate a group honors God and use those indicators to conduct the evaluation. Identify actions to take to improve based on the evaluation.